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Here's what you'll find inside: • Data on more than 700 Pokémon! • Exclusive creator artwork of Mega Sceptile, Mega Blaziken, Mega Swampert, Primal Kyogre, Primal Groudon, Cosplay Pikachu, and more! • Crucial information on each Pokémon™'s moves, Abilities, locations, stats, and Evolutions! • Lists of all TMs, HMs, items and Mega Stones™ including where to find them! • A guide to how and where to find special Pokémon™!
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Customer Reviews

Awesome Pokedex at an outstanding price!!! It has all the Pokémon!! Now I can just use this while playing X and Sapphire, instead of having to use X's Pokedex as well. I LOVE how they've included (under each Pokémon) which types will be good against them, such a brilliant idea!!! I also like how the Pokedex is back to the bigger format and not the 'pocket' size again. The poster included is huge! and a lovely wall display (or keepsake) for any fan!! - every Pokémon (even mega evolutions) is on it!!!!:

It's such a fantastic item for any Pokemon fan to have, the book is huge and sports all the necessary information. It's useful also for all previous generation games and the cover looks amazing! Perfect also for a gift.

If you are like me, then you scoop up most Pokemon memorabilia that gets released. This guide is
no exception. Sure, the info can be found online, but we know that already. People who buy this
guide grab it for handy information in printed form, and also because we love Pokemon. It also
details where to find Legendary Pokemon, Mega Stones, and TM's. It's huge and chock-full of
information. At the price offers it, it's a great addition to anyone's collection. Such a nice guide.

Book is an excellent companion to not only the Alpha Sapphire and Omega Ruby games, but also a
great companion to the Walkthrough Guide. Book is about twice the size in thickness and in page
size compared to the guides for the two directly previous Pokemon X and Pokemon Y games.
Pages are slightly larger than a standard 8 - 1/2" by 11" sized sheet of printer paper. Previous books
for X and Y were about half that large, making them a little more friendly to keep on your lap or take
with you in the car, but the larger books hold a lot of detailed information that's useful. My only
complaint is that when sitting flat on the table, before even using the books, the front pages began
to curl up obnoxiously. After weighing the books down to see if the front pages would flatten after
setting overnight, the front cover still curls up like crazy. Wish there was a hardcover version.

Finally, it is here, the Pokedex for Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire. This guide is beautiful, huge
and it is full of information of over 700 Pokemon and all of the Mega Pokemon. This guide tells
us how to get all of the Pokemon and it includes where to find all of the TMs and HMs, even the
Mega Stones. The poster of this guide is huge, beautiful and it had all of the Pokemon. I
recommended this guide to Pokemon collectors and I gave this awesome Pokedex guide 5 stars.

Great guide for pokemon. Lots of information...it's as if someone printed out Serebii.net. Highly
recommend.

This book is AMAZING. I was very hesitant to purchase it because I was unsure of the information it
held. But it's very well organized, the Pokemon are ordered by their National Dex number. It has a
list of all the moves each individual pokemon can learn, either by leveling up, from TMs and HMs or
where certain people are that can teach special moves. The book also has each evolution including
mega evolutions and where the stones are located to mega evolve the pokemon that are capable.
Some lesser things but also fun to have are the little sections near the pokemon that show sex
differences (if any) and their Pokedex entries that you'd see on Omega Ruby/Alpha Sapphire.
There are also little check boxes near the Pokemon entries so you can keep physical track of
what you have captured. This also comes in list form in the beginning of the book. Someone earlier
said that it's like someone put Serebii.net in a book, and it is nearly that. The only thing this is missing is the shiny forms of each Pokémon. Lastly, the poster is incredible, showing up to 720 Pokémon. My only con is that the cover doesn't respond well to use. I literally just opened the book, and not even the whole way (because I like to keep my books looking as new and clean as possible) and now it doesn't close. The pages don't respond well either and the humidity is a strong destroyer. But for someone who hates having to Google everything when you’re really trying to complete the Pokedex, this book is a God send.

This book has literally everything you could ever need for Pokémon. As a competitive battler, I find the book particularly helpful because of its sections that describe abilities and moves. This book is a goldmine, and any person that calls themselves a Pokémon fan should buy it.
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